
The Walking Simulator - Gone Home - What Remains of Edith Finch 

RATIONALE 
How is it connected to the real world? Why is it valuable for students to study/learn this? 

 
The Following is the task for Part 3 of the New York Regents Examination in English Language Arts.  

● Your Task: Closely read the text provided on pages 20 and 21 and write a well-developed, text-based response of two to three paragraphs. 
In your response, identify a central idea in the text and analyze how the author’s use of one writing strategy (literary element or literary 
technique or rhetorical device) develops this central idea. Use strong and thorough evidence from the text to support your analysis. Do not 
simply summarize the text. You may use the margins to take notes as you read and scrap paper to plan your response. Write your response 
in the spaces provided on pages 7 through 9 of your essay booklet.  

● Analyze how the author’s use of one writing strategy (literary element or literary technique or rhetorical device) develops this central idea. 
Examples include: characterization, conflict, denotation/connotation, metaphor, simile, irony, language use, point-of-view, setting, 
structure, symbolism, theme, tone, etc.  

 
Learning how to write a text-based response does not need to utilize written stories as the main texts. They certainly work, but there are other 
mediums like plays, TV, movies, comic books, and video games that can easily be supplemented into the curriculum to receive the same results. 
Video games in particular can be an effective resource for learning because they let students physically engage with the narratives of the stories 
being told. Just like in a typical written text, video games often incorporate a number of literary techniques and rhetorical devices into the 
gameplay.  
 
This unit will utilize two video games as the main texts to be “read.” These games will be supplemented with various fiction and non-fiction 
articles/texts as students progress through the unit. The two games for this unit, Gone Home and What Remains of Edith Finch are both “walking 
simulators.” A walking simulator is an adventure game focused on gradual exploration and discovery through observation, with little in the way of 
action. The gameplay focuses solely on telling a story. This unit will help get students thinking about and noticing writing strategies in places they 
have not considered before. In a typical text, a student needs to try and read through the lens of one author. Video games are created by full teams 
of people collaborating to create a final product. The students will need to take into account the vision of the team instead of the vision of one 
person.  
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UNIT PACING CALENDAR 
An outline of each day/week throughout the unit of study. Each day links to that day’s lesson plan and materials. All handouts are with their specific lesson plans, 
but they are numbered and can be put together into a packet if the teacher prefers. While the lessons are organized by days, it is possible that one lesson may take 

longer, or may not need, a full day of class. Adapt as needed.  
Slides for the Unit 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

● Introduction/Syllabus 
Overview 

● Gone Home - 
Front-loading/How to 
Play 

● Gone Home - 
Setting/The Foyer 

● Gone Home - 
Characterization - The 
Main Plot vs. Side Story 

● Gone Home - Point of 
View 

Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 

● Gone Home - Internal 
Conflict  

● Gone Home - LGBTQ 
and Acceptance  

● Gone Home - External 
Conflict 

● Gone Home - Finish 
the Game 

● Gone Home - 
Review/Foreshadow 

Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15 

● Gone Home - Write a 
Review 

● Gone Home - Write a 
Review 

● Edith Finch - 
Front-loading/How to 
Play 

● Edith Finch - Setting 
the Stage 

● Edith Finch - 
Characterization 

Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20 

● Edith Finch - Central 
Idea ● Edith Finch - Conflict ● Edith Finch - Creative 

Writing 

● Edith Finch - Mental 
Health and Substance 
Abuse 

● Edith Finch - Finish the 
Game - The Importance 
of Stories 

Day 21 Day 22 Day 23 Day 24 Day 25 

● Edith Finch - Review ● English Regents Part 3 
- Frontloading 

● English Regents Part 3 
- Sample 

● English Regents Part 3 
- Sample 

● English Regents Part 3 
- Sample 

Day 26 Day 27 Day 28 Day 29 Day 30 

● Final Assessment ● Final Assessment ● Reflections ● Free Play ● Free Play 
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1D_uocJzhMUppyarVlEOOkZB06fjQ8fkRxsTb1sts85c/edit?usp=sharing


 
MAIN TEXTS TO BE USED 

What key readings will allow students to immerse themselves in the topics and genres you will be asking them to write in and apply? 
Gone Home - Developed by The Fullbright Company 
What Remains of Edith Finch - Developed by Giant Sparrow 
The “In” Group - Facing History 
Finding Confidence - Facing History 
Chameleon - Facing History 
The Republic of Imagination - Facing History 
Why I No Longer Hide My Rainbow - Facing History 
Gender and Identity - Facing History 
Finding My Center - Facing History 
Do Spotty Mental Health, Addiction Treatment Share Blame for Teen Suicides? - Newsela 
'Don't Ask, Don't Tell' Was a Complicated Turning Point for Gay Rights. 25 Years Later, Many of the Same Issues Remain - Time Magazine  
U.S. Suicide Rates Are the Highest They've Been Since World War II - Time Magazine 
The True Meaning of Home - Meaning of Home 
Gone Home: The Kotaku Review - Kotaku 
Gone Home Review - IGN 
Gone Home Review: Living Room - Polygon 
Meet Me in Portland: The Fullbright Company’s Journey Home - Polygon 
What Remains of Edith Finch: The Kotaku Review - Kotaku 
What Remains of Edith Finch Review - IGN 
What Remains of Edith Finch Review - Polygon 
 
 

Guides/Walkthroughs 

Here is a guide for all audio journal locations in Gone Home. This are the main story, so make sure you find all of them. All locations will also be in 
the slides for the unit.  

Here is a video guide by IGN for What Remains of Edith Finch. It is split into 6 videos.  
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https://www.facinghistory.org/holocaust-and-human-behavior/chapter-1/in-group
https://www.facinghistory.org/holocaust-and-human-behavior/chapter-1/finding-confidence
https://www.facinghistory.org/my-part-story/chameleon
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/republic-imagination-excerpt
https://www.facinghistory.org/stories/why-i-no-longer-hide-my-rainbow
https://www.facinghistory.org/holocaust-and-human-behavior/chapter-1/gender-and-identity
https://www.facinghistory.org/stories/finding-my-center
https://newsela.com/read/teen-suicide-rate-rising/id/41566/
https://time.com/5339634/dont-ask-dont-tell-25-year-anniversary/
https://time.com/5609124/us-suicide-rate-increase/?utm_source=reddit.com
https://meaningofhome.ca/past_winner/the-true-meaning-of-home/
https://kotaku.com/gone-home-the-kotaku-review-1118218265
https://www.ign.com/articles/2013/08/15/gone-home-review
https://www.polygon.com/2013/8/15/4620172/gone-home-review-if-these-walls-could-talk
https://www.polygon.com/features/2013/8/13/4568900/the-fullbright-company-gone-home
https://kotaku.com/what-remains-of-edith-finch-the-kotaku-review-1794562388
https://www.ign.com/articles/2017/04/26/what-remains-of-edith-finch-review
https://www.polygon.com/2017/4/24/15403104/what-remains-of-edith-finch-review
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=217597491
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=217597491
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=217597491
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=217597491
https://www.ign.com/wikis/what-remains-of-edith-finch/Walkthrough
https://www.ign.com/wikis/what-remains-of-edith-finch/Walkthrough
https://www.ign.com/wikis/what-remains-of-edith-finch/Walkthrough


What are your overarching  
Enduring Understandings? What are your Essential Questions? 

Students have spent the previous year learning how to engage with 
written texts.  They can access those skills and apply their knowledge to 
video games. 

What is the central idea of a text? 

Video games can be used as a tool for learning writing strategies. How does the author’s use of writing strategies (literary element or 
literary technique or rhetorical device) develops the central idea of a text? 

The Walking Simulator is a genre of video games that weaves narrative 
into gradual exploration, observation, and discovery to convey its 
meaning. 

How are walking simulator video games an effective tool for conveying 
an author’s message? 

Annotation strategies can be used for fiction, video games and 
nonfiction texts. What risks are people willing to take in order to find peace of mind? 

 
UNIT OUTCOMES 

CONTENT 
What do you want your students to KNOW? (Content) 

● Identify literary techniques such as repetition, rhetoric, figurative language, imagery, and tone  
● How the identities we inherit and the identities we choose are different. 
● What individuals are willing to risk to achieve the goals to which we are taught to aspire.  

SKILLS 
What do you want your students to be able to DO? (Skills) 

● Analyze how the author literary techniques such as repetition, rhetoric, figurative language, and tone.  
● Identify and define writing strategies by citing evidence for how and why authors choose the strategy: repetition, rhetoric, figurative 

language, imagery and tone. 
● Deepen awareness and use of question-asking strategies: clarifying; probing; reflecting; universal. 
● Practice independent reading strategies including questioning, self-monitoring comprehension, understanding vocabulary in context, building 

stamina, quote identification, and maintaining focus. 
● Make connections between multiple texts through a common theme of Social Awareness. 
● I can monitor my own understanding while reading a text using reading strategies and articulate my understanding to my peers. 

LANGUAGE 
What language skills will your students acquire? (Language) These should be driven by the above content and skills outcomes and team/discipline 

determined language skills.  They should address all of the language modalities.  
● Class-generated questions for class led discussion and essay topics 
● Analyze a video game and present it to peers. 
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● Understand Walking Simulator structure.  
● I can use synonyms to research my topic, comprehend new texts, and strengthen my writing. 
● Write a text-based response of 2 to 3 paragraphs based on a video game of the student’s choosing.  

 
 

CENTRAL VOCABULARY 
Identify the most frequently repeated vocabulary that will appear in this unit and is integral for students to demonstrate mastery of the 

outcomes.  
Tier 1 

Basic words that commonly appear in spoken 
language.  

Tier 2 
High frequency words that appear across 

several content areas.  

Tier 3 
Discipline-specific 

● Video Game 
● Fiction 
● Non-Fiction 
● Historical-Fiction 
● Article  

 

● Conflict 
● Identity 
● Central Idea 
● Convey 
● Risk 
● Annotation 
● Strategy 
● Comprehend 
● Analyze 

 
 

● Theme 
● Imagery 
● Narrator 
● Symbolism 
● Ethos 
● Pathos 
● Logos 
● Tone 
● Characterization 
● Denotation 
● Connotation 
● Metaphor 
● Simile 
● Irony 
● Walking 

Simulator 
● Map 

● Item 
● Clue 
● Journal 
● Mood 
● Setting 
● Menu 
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UNIT ASSESSMENTS 
 

BASELINE/DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT 
What assessment will be used to determine what 
students already know?  How will information 

gathered be used to inform instruction?  

● Anticipation Guide (about video games) 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS  
How will students demonstrate mastery of the 

outcomes in order to show progress towards the 
final assessment?  What additional formative 
assessments will be implemented? (ex: table 

discussions, group projects, descriptive 
paragraph)  

● Daily free writing to build stamina 
● Class and group discussions 
● Video game guide from Hey Listen Games 
● Annotation sheets using different annotation strategies for a video game and other 

articles. 
● Gallery Walk- connections to the topics and looking at what is repeat.  

FINAL PROJECT and OTHER FINAL 
ASSESSMENTS (include test to be used) 

-How will students creatively apply the 
knowledge and collection of skills mastered to a 
meaningful, complex and relevant project? 
-How will you embed choice in the project so 
that when students present their work and thus 
socialize knowledge and teach other, they are 
experiencing the unit outcomes from a variety of 
perspectives and angles?  
**Attach rubric for final project.  
 

The Following is the task for Part 3 of the New York Regents in English language Arts.  
● Your Task: Closely read the text provided on pages 20 and 21 and write a 

well-developed, text-based response of two to three paragraphs. In your response, identify 
a central idea in the text and analyze how the author’s use of one writing strategy (literary 
element or literary technique or rhetorical device) develops this central idea. Use strong 
and thorough evidence from the text to support your analysis. Do not simply summarize 
the text. You may use the margins to take notes as you read and scrap paper to plan your 
response. Write your response in the spaces provided on pages 7 through 9 of your essay 
booklet.  

● Analyze how the author’s use of one writing strategy (literary element or literary 
technique or rhetorical device) develops this central idea. Examples include: 
characterization, conflict, denotation/connotation, metaphor, simile, irony, language use, 
point-of-view, setting, structure, symbolism, theme, tone, etc.  

● Choose either Gone Home or What Remains of Edith Finch 
● Rubric will be the same as used for the New York Regents in English language Arts.  

REFLECTION and Self-Assessment on what 
was learned and  

 
● Full class Socratic Circle debriefing the class as a whole.  
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CC Standards 

What are the content and English language standards that ground this unit?  
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.11-12.1 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, including 
determining where the text leaves matters uncertain. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.11-12.4 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze how an 
author uses and refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the course of a text. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.11-12.2 
Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how they interact and 
build on one another to produce a complex account; provide an objective summary of the text. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.11-12.3 
Analyze the impact of the author's choices regarding how to develop and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is set, how the 
action is ordered, how the characters are introduced and developed). 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.11-12.4 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of 
specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful.  
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.11-12.7 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words in 
order to address a question or solve a problem. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.11-12.1.D 
Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.11-12.2.C 
Use appropriate and varied transitions and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex 
ideas and concepts. 
 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.11-12.6 
Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products in response to ongoing feedback, 
including new arguments or information. 
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http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/11-12/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/11-12/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/11-12/1/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/11-12/2/c/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/11-12/6/

